Project OPERATION XLR8

A Gates/ Marshall Redesign Program

Funded by Thurgood Marshall College Fund with support from Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

How is Project XLR8 addressing these complex issues?

- Customizing learning environments to individual student’s preparatory needs and goals.
- Empowering the teachers to go beyond minimal standards in designing and implementing a relevant curriculum.
- Setting and implementing uniform rigor in science and mathematics requirements. For example, consumer math cannot be a substitute for calculus or technology for physics.
- Involving students, parents and community in the redesign process.

A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY & ROYAL HIGH SCHOOL

Whats New?

Bill Gates’ Annual Letter 2009

Fall 2008 Annual Peer Learning Network Convening of Partnership Sites, Houston, November 16-18, 2008

TMCF Member Universities Professional Institute & Exhibition, New Orleans, March 15-18, 2009

The Center for Innovative HBCU School Reform Partnerships, a Division of the Thurgood Marshall College Fund
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